Driving Critical Mission Outcomes by Providing Secure Solutions to Address Today’s Needs and Help Them Succeed in the Future

Agencies don’t have to start their digital transformation journeys alone. Partners like Presidio Federal, IBM, and TD Synnex can help navigate complex challenges by providing the platforms and resources necessary to foster successful, trustworthy IT modernization implementation and drive mission success. We are pleased to support the entire IBM portfolio – from security, automation, sustainability, cloud, and data/ai.

Together, we work to understand the problem that needed solving and then offering the best solution to meet agency requirements as well as their long-term goals.

THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP
Presidio Federal, IBM, and TD Synnex have a long history of collaboration with the U.S. Federal Government helping it innovate, adapt, and transform over a multi-decade journey. This includes helping government agencies ease cloud adoption, improve efficiency, bridge varied cloud environments, and ensure mission critical workloads are integrated with security.
THE VALUE OF IBM

IBM is the top storage recommendation as “it’s tried and true” for data at scale missions, providing a set of solutions that can address any storage requirements no matter the performance, scale, cost efficiency, density, flexibility, security, and availability requirements. No other storage vendor has the storage (hardware and software) portfolio, strategic vision, technologies, R&D spend, economy of scale, and the pedigree, which customers directly benefit, then IBM.

ABOUT PRESIDIO FEDERAL

Presidio Federal, a wholly owned subsidiary of Presidio, is a mid-tier integrator that is exclusively focused on federal government. We work with large prime contractors as well as small businesses to become a sort of “easy button” for our federal customers. We are proud to be an outcome focused, trusted advisor with a credentialed team that has experience and understanding with the legacy systems and unique challenges of government agencies.

Our comprehensive solutions – spanning from cybersecurity, cloud, collaboration, automation, augmentation, digital infrastructure, and data center – provide advanced technology for federal agencies to consider that support their mission as well as agencies’ mandated need to modernize.

To learn more and discuss how we can assist your agency in helping to address the problems you need solved, please visit https://presidiofederal.com/partners/ibm/